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human consequences  

1.   Palma de mallorca, spain, Feb. 4, 2012:  
Unexpected snow on the warm island of Majorca. 

 2., 3.  carligu mic, Romania, Feb. 11, 2012:  
Some 35,000 people in the region were isolated 
from food and water. Sixteen people in the area 
died over two days. 

 4.  Washington, D.c., Feb. 10, 2010:  
The “snowmageddon” blizzard shut down  
the federal government for nearly a week. 

 5.  Burgos, spain, Feb. 5, 2012:  
Cars ventured lightly on snow-blanketed highways. 

 6.  eastern Bosnia and herzegovina, Feb. 6, 2012: 
An isolated village was completely cut off by snow. 

 7.  constanta, Romania, on the Black sea,  
Feb. 1, 2012: Temperatures inland dropped  
to –34 degrees Celsius. 

 8.  chicago, Feb. 2, 2011: Hundreds of drivers were 
stranded for up to 12 hours on Lake Shore Drive.
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c l i m at e  c h a n g e

The Winters  
of Our 
Discontent
Loss of Arctic sea ice is stacking the deck in favor  
of harsh winter weather in the U.S. and Europe

By Charles H. Greene 
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T
he pASt three winterS in pArtS of 
north America and europe were unusual. 
first, during the winters of 2009–2011, the east
ern seaboard of the U.S. and western and north
ern europe endured a series of exceptionally 
cold and snowy storms—including the february 
2010 “snowmageddon” storm in washington, 
D.C., that shut down the federal government for 

I n  B r I e f

Global warming has increased the 
loss of summer sea ice in the Arc-
tic, which has altered atmospheric 
conditions that influence winter 
weather in the U.S. and Europe.

The changes lead to invasions of 
Arctic air into the middle latitudes, 
increasing the likelihood of severe 
winter outbreaks, which occurred 
in the eastern U.S. and northern 

Europe in 2010 and 2011 and in 
eastern Europe in January 2012.
The deck may be stacked for harsh 
outbreaks during the 2012–2013 win-
ter in North America and Europe. 

Charles H. Greene is professor of earth and atmos pheric 
sciences, director of the Ocean Resources and Ecosystems 
Program and a fellow of the David R. Atkinson Center  
for a Sustainable Future at Cornell University. He also 
coordinates the university’s educational programs in 
sustainable earth, energy and environmental systems. 
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nearly a week. Later that year, in 
october, the noAA Climate pre
diction Center (CpC) fore casted 
a mild 2010–2011 winter for the 
eastern U.S., based on a La niña 
pattern of cooler than usual 
ocean temperatures in the east
ern pacific. But even with La ni
ña’s moderating effects, very low 
temperatures and record snow
falls hit new York City and phil
adelphia in January 2011, catch
ing the CpC and other forecasters 
by surprise. 

the winter of 2011–2012 
brought even more surprises. 
the eastern U.S. had one of its 
mildest winters in history, while 
other parts of north America 
and europe were less fortunate. 
in Alaska, the average January temperature across the state 
was a stunning 10 degrees Celsius below the month’s longterm 
average. A single storm buried towns in southeastern Alaska in 
up to two meters of snow. At the same time, an extended out
break of frigid weather descended on central and eastern eu
rope, bringing temperatures of –30 degrees C and snowdrifts 
that reached rooftops. By the time the deep freeze lifted in ear
ly february, more than 550 people had lost their lives. 

how can we explain these outbreaks of severe weather, dur
ing a decade between 2002 and 2012 that was the warmest in 
the 160 years that instruments have tracked global tempera
tures? Scientists appear to have found an answer in a very un
usual time and place: the recent, recordbreaking losses of 
summer sea ice in the Arctic ocean.

The Trigger: record ice loss
the arctic has changed considerably since my first trip above 
the Arctic Circle in April 1989. the most obvious change has 
been the diminishing extent of sea ice during the summer. ev
ery winter the Arctic ocean almost completely freezes over. 
the winter sea ice is composed of thick, multiyear ice that has 
accumulated over time and much thinner firstyear ice that has 
frozen in parts of the ocean that had been open water the previ
ous summer. each September the summer melting reduces the 
extent of the sea ice to its annual minimum.

Back in 1989, the winter seaice extent was slightly more 
than 14 million square kilometers. About seven million of that 
was the thick, multiyear ice that persists through the summer. 
the situation today is different. Although the extent of winter 
sea ice in 2012 was close to that of 1989, only about half—slight
ly less than 3.5 million square kilometers—survived through 
this past September, a record summertime low.

the loss of Arctic sea ice during summer has not been gradu
al or linear. from the time ice measurements by satellites began 
in 1979 until 2000, losses in seaice extent were not especially 
obvious. from 2000 to 2006 the rate of decline accelerated, but 
it was not until a significant change occurred in 2007 that the 
world took notice. During that one year, the minimum summer 
seaice extent dropped by 26 percent, from about 5.8 million 

square kilometers in September 2006 to about 4.3 million in 
September 2007. this unprecedented reduction in multiyear ice 
caused scientists to reassess their projections for when the Arc
tic ocean would experience its first icefree summer. Based on 
data collected prior to 2007, the intergovernmental panel on 
Climate Change (ipCC) fourth Assessment report had project
ed that the first icefree summer would most likely occur toward 
the end of the 21st century. Most studies now project that the 
event could happen decades sooner, between 2020 and 2040.

the changes in sea ice are part of the amplification of global 
warming that has been impacting the Arctic during recent de
cades. Although the rest of the world has observed a modest av
erage temperature increase of about 0.8 degree C since the be
ginning of the 20th century, average temperatures in the Arctic 
have warmed by more than double that amount over the past 
50 years. this rapid warming has altered Arctic weather pat
terns and melted vast areas of permafrost. Such modifications 
of the physical environment have disrupted critical habitats for 
the region’s wildlife and threatened the longterm survival of 
many species. Similarly, the Arctic’s native peoples, long re
nowned for their cultural adaptations to the region’s cold and 
ice, are witnessing a significant disruption to their way of life 
and an increasing threat to their heritage.

Although these changes may seem remote to most of us liv
ing below the polar regions, the rest of the northern hemi
sphere is not immune to the effects of Arctic amplification and 
seaice loss. Midlatitude weather patterns are affected by Arctic 
climate, which raises a key question: is global warming behind 
the recently observed outbreaks of severe winter weather, or do 
the outbreaks simply fit into the general pattern of the planet’s 
natural climate oscillations?

pressure in The aTmosphere
nature certainly made itself felt when i was growing up near 
washington, D.C., in the 1960s, as i trudged through the snow 
to school with my friends during a decade of unusually harsh 
winters. Scientists now know that the sources of those cold and 
snowy winters were two natural climate oscillations referred to 
today as the Arctic oscillation (Ao) and the north Atlantic os
cillation (nAo), although they were unnamed at the time [see 
box on page 54]. these two climate oscillations arise from in
teractions between the atmosphere and ocean, exhibiting their 
most noticeable effects during the winter.

the strength of each oscillation is characterized by an index 
that quantifies anomalies—deviations from the longterm aver
age—in the wintertime distribution of atmospheric pressure 
over a specific region. in the case of the Ao index, the region is 
very large, encompassing most of the northern hemisphere, 
from the north pole southward to the boundary of the tropics 
at 20o n (about the latitude of Cuba). the Ao index can be pos
itive or negative. positive values correspond to lower than aver
age pressures in the Arctic and higher than average pressures 
in the subtropics. During positive phases of the Ao index, 
anomalously low pressures in the Arctic lead to a strengthen
ing of the polar vortex, a persistent circulation of upper atmo
spheric winds flowing from west to east around the Arctic. A 
strengthened polar vortex tends to retain cold Arctic air masses 
north of the Arctic Circle.

in contrast, during negative phases of the Ao index, anoma

A weakened jet 
stream exhibits 
larger waves in 

its trajectory, 
which can get 

stalled in place, 
locking an 

affected region 
such as the 

northeastern 
U.S. in  

a prolonged 
deep freeze.
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lously weak low pressures in the Arctic weaken the polar vortex. 
it is less able to constrain cold Arctic air masses, allowing them 
to invade the middle latitudes to the south and deliver out
breaks of cold weather and increased snowfall. the U.S. eastern 
seaboard and northern europe are especially vulnerable to 
these events during periods of strongly negative Ao conditions.

the nAo index characterizes anomalies in the wintertime 
distribution of atmospheric pressure over a much smaller re
gion, encompassing the Atlantic sector of the northern hemi
sphere between the subtropical highpressure center near the 
Azores and the subarctic lowpressure center near iceland. As is 
true for the Ao index, the nAo index can also be positive or neg
ative. positive values correspond to higher than average atmo
spheric pressures near the subtropical high and lower than aver
age pressures near the subarctic low. During positive nAo 
conditions, the enhanced pressure differences strengthen the 
westerly winds that blow yearround from west to east across 
the northern hemisphere’s middle latitudes. the pressure dif
ferences also steer the fastmoving, circumglobal current of air 
known as the jet stream on a northeastward path from the east
ern seaboard of north America toward northern europe. winter 
storms that cross the north Atlantic follow a similar track, deliv
ering wetter and milder weather to northern europe.

in contrast, during negative nAo conditions, reduced pres
sure differences weaken the westerly 
winds, and the jet stream leaving north 
America sweeps more sharply to the 
north, reaching Greenland before swing
ing back southward toward europe. in 
this case, however, the storm track diverg
es from the jet stream, crossing the north 
Atlantic directly toward southern europe 
and the Mediterranean, delivering wetter 
and milder weather to those areas. north
ern europe is left cold and dry.

Climate scientists disagree as to 
whether the Ao and nAo should be treat
ed as two distinct modes of natural cli
mate variability. Some argue that the nAo 
is just a north Atlantic manifestation of 
the Ao; others say that the dynamics of 
the two are different enough to warrant 
treating them separately. Although the 
two indices are highly correlated, their 
behaviors occasionally diverge in impor
tant ways, as they did last winter. 

sTacking The deck  
for severe WinTer WeaTher

as society’s greenhouse gas emissions con
tinue to alter the earth’s climate system, 
whatever changes occur will be superim
posed on the system’s natural climate os
cillationas. Discerning the human contri
butions to changes in climate is difficult 
and requires hypothesis testing. recent 
research has provided new evidence 
strengthening the hypothesis that global 
warming and Arctic seaice loss are affect

ing our winters today by disrupting the normal rhythms of the 
Ao and nAo.

Looking back to my childhood in the 1960s, we see that the 
Ao and nAo indices were predominantly negative, leading to 
winters that were snowier and colder than average along the 
eastern seaboard of the U.S. there is no reason to suspect that 
this decade of inclement winter weather was anything more 
than the natural variability to be expected from the Ao and 
nAo. in contrast, from the 1970s to 1990s the nAo index was 
predominantly positive, with only an occasional negative nAo 
winter. the resulting mild winters coincided with increased so
cietal awareness of global climate change and led many scien
tists to hypothesize that increasing concentrations of green
house gases might be behind what appeared to be an unusually 
long run of predominantly positive nAo winters. Models refer
enced by the ipCC predicted that this trend would continue with 
the steady rise in greenhouse gases. Yet the predominance of 
strongly positive Ao and nAo winters came to a close during the 
latter half of the 1990s.

Although the run of positive nAo winters ended, that change 
does not mean the hypothesized relation between increasing 
greenhouse gases and the nAo was incorrect. what was not an
ticipated at the time was the acceleration of Arctic amplification 
starting in the late 1990s. As the amplified effects of global warm
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Loss of Sea Ice Alters Climate
every winter ice covers the Arctic Ocean. Every summer a portion is lost, exposing the 
sea. Global warming has increased summer ice loss, which has altered heat exchange 
between the ocean and atmosphere, influencing winter weather across the U.S. and  
Europe [see box on next page]. In 1979, when satellite measurements began, the summer 
sea-ice extent was about seven million square kilometers. Since 2007 losses have  
increased dramatically; the extent hit a record low of 3.4 million square kilometers on 
September 16, 2012 (below). 

R o o t  C au s e 

Average annual minimum ice cover (1979–2010)

September 16, 2012
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ing played out above the Arctic Circle, climatic conditions entered 
into a period that Jim overland of the national oceanic and At
mospheric Administration and his colleagues have called the Arc
tic warm period. this period has been characterized by rapid loss
es in Arctic sea ice, the Greenland ice sheet, permafrost and 
continental glaciers. Central to each of those changes is a process 
referred to as icealbedo feedback, in which an area’s reflection of 
incoming solar radiation is diminished as its ice cover melts, ex
posing darker land or sea surfaces.

Scientists have been especially concerned with icealbedo 
feedback in the Arctic ocean. the loss of summer sea ice expos
es more ocean water to incoming solar radiation. the absorp
tion of this radiation leads to excess heating of surface waters, 
which results in two important feedbacks. first, a portion of the 
excess heat reinforces the summertime melting of sea ice. Sec
ond, the ocean gradually releases much of the remaining excess 
heat into the atmosphere during the fall, increasing atmospheric 
pressure and moisture in the Arctic while decreasing the tem

perature differences between the Arctic and middle latitudes.
An increase in the Arctic atmospheric pressure and a de

crease in the temperature gradient favor the development of 
negative Ao and nAo conditions during winter. this situation 
leads to a weakening of the polar vortex and jet stream. A weak
ened polar vortex is less able to constrain cold Arctic air masses, 
with their elevated moisture content, from spilling down into 
the middle latitudes and delivering severe outbreaks of cold 
weather and snowfall.

furthermore, a weakened jet stream exhibits larger waves in 
its trajectory, ones that can get stalled in place, locking an affect
ed region in a deep freeze. in combination, these altered atmo
spheric circulation patterns tend to stack the deck in favor of 
more frequent and persistent outbreaks of severe winter weather 
in north America and europe.

other factors can come into play, however. the el niño/
Southern oscillation, another powerful climate oscillation cen
tered in the pacific ocean, can strongly influence winter weath

H ow  C H a n g e s  o C C u R

Linking Climate and Weather
two natural climate phenomena known as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) can strongly influence U.S. 
and European winter weather. Both exhibit positive and negative states, which are usually in sync (below). Extensive losses of Arctic summer 
sea ice have altered the climate in ways that favor the development of negative AO and NAO conditions, leading to more severe winters.

Positive AO and nAO states are characterized by a strong 
atmospheric high-pressure center (H) in the subtropics•1 and a 
strong low-pressure center (L) in the subarctic•2 . The positive AO is 
also associated with a strong polar vortex•3 , which constrains cold 
Arctic air to the north•4 and allows warm air from southern latitudes 
to reach far north into the U.S. and Europe. Under these conditions, the 
jet stream and the typical track of storms follow a northeastward path 
across the Atlantic, delivering warmth and moisture to northern Europe. 

+ North Atlantic Oscillation 

Arctic Oscillation +

negative AO and nAO states are characterized  
by weaker atmospheric pressures in the subtropics•1 and the 
subarctic•2 . The negative AO is also associated with a weakened polar 
vortex•3 , which allows cold air to invade south across the U.S. and 
northern Europe•4 . Under these conditions, the jet stream takes a 
more sinusoidal path, dipping south over the eastern U.S., cresting over 
the Atlantic Ocean near Greenland, then dipping again toward southern 
Europe. Storms tend to follow a more direct, eastward path across the 
Atlantic, bringing moisture to southern Europe. 

Arctic Oscillation 

– North Atlantic Oscillation 

–
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er across the continental U.S. in the southeastern and middle 
Atlantic regions of the U.S., el niño years bring wetter winter 
weather, while La niña years bring drier winter weather. to
gether negative Ao and nAo conditions during el niño years 
can exacerbate the chance for cold, harsh winters along the 
eastern seaboard, which happened in 2009–2010. negative Ao 
and nAo conditions can also counteract the dry, mild winters 
expected during La niña years. this was the situation during 
winter 2010–2011, when the low temperatures and record snow
falls in new York City and philadelphia surprised forecasters 
who, based on the La niña alone, were anticipating milder 
conditions.

The WinTer ahead
although changes in the Arctic may have stacked the deck in fa
vor of more frequent and persistent outbreaks of severe winter 
weather in the future, we can never be sure what hand will be 
dealt in any given year. After all, forecasting the weather always 
entails some level of uncertainty.

the 2011–2012 winter was a good example of the predictive 
challenges. the CpC forecasted relatively mild weather in the 
eastern U.S. because of a developing La niña in the pacific. the 
Ao and nAo indices had started off positive during the early win
ter, but then negative Ao conditions emerged during midJanu
ary and persisted through early february, while the nAo stayed 
positive. Alaska and parts of central and eastern europe were 
buffeted by deadly cold and heavy snowstorms, while weather in 
the eastern U.S. remained unseasonably mild. A La niña–associ
ated highpressure system in the eastern pacific created a block
ing pattern that steered the jet stream much farther north over 
north America than usual during the midwinter’s negative Ao 
conditions, allowing warmth from the Gulf of Mexico to move up 
to the eastern U.S., leading to the region’s fourth warmest winter 
on record. the jet stream’s more northern path also brought rela
tively mild conditions to the north Atlantic and western europe.

By early March the atmospheric highpressure system in the 
eastern pacific strengthened, further amplifying the unusual 
weather conditions and resulting in record high temperatures 
throughout the Midwest and eastern U.S. Despite the persis
tence of unseasonable warmth there, however, it should be not
ed that other parts of the northern hemisphere ended up with 
an unusually cold winter and early spring. in fact, the nCDC re
ported that the average global temperature for March 2012 was 
the coolest since 1999.

for the upcoming winter of 2012–2013, the cards appear to 
be especially stacked in favor of harsh weather outbreaks in 
north America and europe. the recordsetting Arctic seaice 
loss that was observed during this past summer should en
hance the probability of cold Arctic air masses invading midlat
itude regions. Although it is difficult to predict which midlati
tude regions will be most vulnerable, el niño conditions 
developing in the pacific during fall 2012 may increase the odds 
for a cold and punishing winter in the eastern U.S. the eastern 
seaboard could be especially vulnerable to the region’s infa
mous nor’easter storms that bring bitter temperatures and 
deep snow.

Although no one can say whether we will see a repeat of the 
unusually harsh nor’easters of winter 2009–2010, the summer 
and autumn buildup to the current winter bears a stronger re

semblance to the conditions that unfolded during 2009 than to 
any other year since 2007, when the significant change in Arctic 
seaice loss occurred. As the next few months unfold, we will see 
what wild cards emerge in the hand we are dealt. 

What Happened  
Last Winter

Unusual atmospheric conditions led to an odd combination  
of extreme cold and warm weather in the U.S. and Europe in 
2012. The AO and NAO are usually in sync, either both positive 
or both negative. Last winter both were positive in December 
and early January, but the AO went negative from mid-January 
through early February. The change allowed Arctic air to invade 
and deliver very cold and snowy weather across central and 
eastern Europe. At the same time, a combination of negative 
AO and La Niña conditions in the Pacific resulted in very cold 
and snowy conditions in Alaska. La Niña also influenced the jet 
stream’s path across the northern U.S., allowing warm air from 
the Gulf of Mexico to move up into the eastern U.S.
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